Tsen Protector Insert for Dzinpa Rangdröl Protectors in White Dakini Daily Practice, top of page 34 before "Offering for the Treasure Keepers"

HUNG TSENGO BARWA MISRUNPO  MIMAR TAMAR MAGCHE CHEN  
HUNG Wild Tsen, blazing agitator. Red man on a red horse wearing the armor of war,

BADEN MARPO METAR WAR  TSENTA MARPO LUNGTAR GYOG  
Holding a red banner blazing like fire. Riding the Tsen's red horse, swift wind horse

ZANGRI BARWA PUNDUN PO  TSEN KHOR SUMGYA DRUGCHU CHE  
Accompanied by his seven blazing brothers of Zangri, with a retinue of three hundred and sixty Tsen.

DRUGTAR DIR ZHING LÖG Ö KYUG  TÖGDRA CHEMCHEM SERCHEN BEB  
The thunderous sound like dragons, the luminous lightning flashes out. The sound of crashing thunderbolts CHEM CHEM, a great hail falls,

*DIRSHEG GYENPA'I TORMA ZHE  MACHIG LABDRÖN CHEN NGARU  
Come here! Accept this adorned torma. In the presence of Machig Labdrön

KHE LANG DAMCHE DRENDZÖ LA  CHÖDYUL TENPA SRUNGWA DANG  
You made promises and pledges, remember them! Protect the teachings of Chöd lineage and,

CHÖD KHEN DAG GI DONG DROG DZÖ  YI LA NAGPA'I DRAWO LA  
Become the ally of this Chöd practitioner! To those enemies filled with ill will

MIDUG TAG DANG CHÖTRUL TÖN  * CHÖLWA'I TRINLEY DRUBPAR DZOD  
Show intense omens and your miraculous actions. Enact the awakened activities entrusted to you!